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How to avoid being banned from YouTube & Best Practices 

 

This guide is divided in 2 main sections. “Problems” and “Best Practices”. 

You can go directly to the best practices Section for faster reading. 

 

1. Intro 

YouTube is considered the 1st choice when advertising via Video. 

Over the years YouTube has become more and more strict in the way users leverage the platform 

specifically for advertising and reaching potential customers. 

Video Marketers utilize YouTube to promote local businesses, do affiliate marketing and 

ecommerce campaigns, uploading tens, hundreds and thousands of videos targeting different 

search terms (keywords). 

YouTube was not specifically built as a promotional tool. It was built has a content hub, where 

people create content in exchange of exposure or monetary benefit.  

Sometimes we as video marketers, use it has a pure advertising platform. And this is not 100% 

compliant with YouTube TOS. 

YouTube as implement a system where, by using his own proprietary detection algorithm, can 

understand if a user is trying to deliberately manipulate the platform for other purposes, and 

sometimes shuts down Accounts and channels. 

Over the years and hundreds of thousands of videos uploaded, we tried to identify what the 

detection algorithm takes into account, when banning / shutting down accounts. 

We have also asked several top video marketers and software developers what they think are the 

reasons for the bans. 

The next list is an attempt to create the most complete list of reasons and best practices to avoid 

YouTube accounts to be shutdown, when doing video marketing uploading campaigns using 

YouTube. 

It might not be the complete list, but we believe that if you read and follow this practices, you will 

reduce your chance of losing YouTube accounts/channels almost to 0. 

Enjoy. 
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2. List Of things that Might Ban You 

 
a. Content does not matches Metadata (Title, Description, Tags) 

b. Inserting the same URL in the Video Description belonging to different channels 

within the same YouTube Account. 

c. Linking to Other Videos (Link-wheel) belonging to different channels, within the 

same YouTube account. 

d. Uploading Hundreds of Videos, Having Patterns In the Meta Tags. E.g. Uploading 

Videos With Same Title Description and Tags 

e. Blacklisted IP - Previous Channel History Or IP History With Dubious Practices 

f. Channel Activity & YT Account IP Binding & Personalization (related pages and 

user Personalization) 

g. Number of Uploads Per day 

h. Video Content Duplication (Even Intros and Outros) 

i. Highly Sensitive Niches (Reports From Other Users) - Reporting Bot and YT & 

Google Bot 

j. Misleading Links In Video Description 

k. Blacklisted Domains in YT Video Descriptions 

l. Quality of Content & Not Providing Value to YouTube Users 

m. Forbidden / Blacklisted Words – For Titles, Description and Tags 

n. Account Age 

o. Lack of Activity – E.G. - Inconstancy of Uploading. 

p. Reports From Other Users 

q. Livestreaming 
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3. List Dissected 

 

a. Content does not matches Metadata (Title, Description, Tags) 

If your video contains content about “dog fails” and your title is something like “How to train your 

dog the best way”, YouTube automated system (YT system is now better at detecting the content 

of videos) or a person can report your video and because the title, description or tags do not 

match the content of the video it can be removed, or/and your account may receive a strike or 

even be taken down.  

That is why is very important, to always match the content of the video to the title. This is also 

applied for Video Descriptions and Tags. Don’t write misleading descriptions and tags, just for the 

sake of targeting more keywords and getting more traffic from them.  

Tags example, if the Video is about “dog fails” one should not put tags like: “dog training for 

amateurs” or “teaching dog to jump”. 

b. Inserting the same URL in the Video Description of a video 

belonging to different channels within the same YouTube 

Account. 

Let’s say one, have a YouTube account with 5 channels. And different videos are uploaded to those 

5 channels. The channels are branded with different names and probably belong to different 

niches, or not. It really doesn’t matter.  

When the same url E.g. http://alphaseotraining.com/ is inserted on all this videos descriptions. 

This videos belonging to different channels whiting the same YouTube Account, it is a matter of 

time until the channels are banned. It also depends on the numbers of uploads. 

YouTube seems to find a footprint and might ban the account. We have found that most of our 

accounts have been banned for doing this. 

c. Linking to Other Videos (Link-wheel) belonging to different 

channels, within the same YouTube account. 

Let’s say I have a YouTube account with 5 channels. And different videos are uploaded to those 5 

channels. The channels are branded with different names and probably belong to different niches, 

or not. It really doesn’t matter. 

When you link from a video 1, that belong to channel 1, to video 2 that belongs to channel 2. And 

all channels are a part of the same YouTube Account… When you do this in medium volumes, 
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dozens/hundreds of videos per channels, it is a matter of time until your channels and main 

account are banned. 

YouTube seems to find the pattern and with time, might ban your account. We have found that 

most of our accounts that had cross channel linking were banned. 

d. Uploading Hundreds of Videos, Having Patterns in the Meta 

Tags. E.g. Uploading Videos With Same Title Description and 

Tags 

This pattern was found when we were doing mass upload campaigns to YouTube, using video 

uploading automation software. 

This ban tip is more intended for individuals who have intention to upload medium to large 

quantities of videos to YouTube. This does not apply so much if you only want to upload a handful 

of them. 

Over the years and after uploading hundreds of thousands of videos and after several accounts 

lost, we began to found a pattern. 

We would upload dozens of videos to the same channel, sometimes with the same descriptions 

and different titles. Sometimes with different titles, different descriptions and same tags and 

eventually all the account were shut down. 

Then we tried something different. We tried to spin every single element or Meta tag and field in 

YouTube On page, when uploading. 

We have spun really well the following elements, so each video uploaded would have different 

information, using automation tools. 

- Video – All videos had different images videos, audio and voice over and intros 

- Title – None of the titles were equal. We changed the beginning and ending of titles, even 

different characters 

- Descriptions – Very well spun descriptions 

- Destination urls – we began creating different shortners and so every video description 

would have different urls. 

- Spun tags, every tag was different. Maybe just 1 was equal to every video. 

What is article spinning: https://goo.gl/t3ES4T  

And the conclusion, was that we were able to mass upload videos with success by making sure 

that every field would have a very high degree of uniqueness. 
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e. Blacklisted IP - Previous Channel History Or IP History With 

Dubious Practices 

This is a tough one. It is tough because you will never know 100% for sure that you have a 

blacklisted IP, whether you are working in your home computer or VPS. 

Let’s state some of the causes why you have a blacklisted IP. 

- You have done mass upload or have had many google/youtube accounts banned in the 

past or you done something that strictly goes against the YouTube TOS. In this case is very 

likely that your IP is blacklisted. 

- You have bought a VPS where the previous owner/renter have done actions that 

blacklisted the IP of your VPS 

- You are using proxies to upload videos (yes it is possible to use proxies with YouTube and 

get away with it, it is just another IP address you are uploading from) and this proxy was 

used to do actions in the past, that made this proxy to become blacklisted. 

What happens when you try to upload videos with blacklisted ips. You might get your channels 

banned or not. Because your ip is monitored more frequently, YouTube bots will crawl more often 

channels and videos uploaded by you. IF you do things like, uploading videos exactly with same 

content just by changing the bit size of the file, or even just similar intros (like static images), or 

targeting blacklisted keywords, etc, you risk getting a strike or losing an account/channel.  

However, even if you have a blacklisted IP, you can still upload single videos to your channels, that 

are well made and follow the YouTube guidelines. YouTube will be monitoring your actions but it 

doesn’t mean you will get your videos banned. But you won’t be able to do more spammy stuff 

like the ones mention previously. 

f. Channel Activity & YT Account IP Binding & Personalization 

(related pages and user Personalization) 

If your channel is knew and you start uploading videos right away, your account will be more 

monitored.  

New or aged accounts are monitored. But new ones more often.  

If your account does not have any activity, such as videos watched, subscribed to channels, liked 

videos, playlist created, it will trigger YouTube attention. 

If your account was created and does not have any related websites, such has web2.0s, related 

websites urls, social profiles, or you didn’t setup the account Country, about page and description 

as well as other information, it will trigger YouTube attention. 
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When you do not follow the next guidelines and you do things outside of YouTube rules, such has 

uploading duplicate videos for example, the first things YouTube is going to check are the ones 

mentioned previously. 

IP binding. Let’s say you bought a Youtube account. This youtube account might be aged or 

recently created. But it was created in another country and with another ip. If you start uploading 

videos with the new ip right away, without doing any other action, like subscribing and watching 

some videos, YouTube will be monitoring your account more closely. This alone is not a factor to 

ban your account, but contributes along with the other reasons mentioned above to elevate the 

risk of strikes and bans.  

g. Number of Uploads Per day 

If upload more than 10 – 14 videos a day per channel/account for newly created accounts, you 

have a high risk of your accounts being banned. Even if you follow YouTube public guidelines. 

Aged Accounts – Aged accounts have much more flexibility regarding number of upload you can 

do per day. Some bulk users report that they can upload 98 videos per 24 hours. Some users 

report 80, some 50 and some 30 per 24 hours.  

We found the pattern to be the age and the activity of the account combined. So for example, if 

you have an account from 2009 and a lot of videos uploaded and you consistently upload 10 30 

videos per day or every other day, you will be able to upload numbers such has 80 and 98 per 24 

hours. 

If your account activity is not that great you won’t be able to reach these number of uploads per 

day. It also dependent if you have a clean ip or not. 

P.S. – When you try to upload more videos than the allowed number per day (E.g. using 

automation tools, YouTube sometimes uploads your videos as unlisted). Sometimes you cannot 

make them public even if you do it manually. Eventually this will cause your account to be shut 

down. It is also related with the cleanness of your IP. 

h. Video Content Duplication (Even Intros and Outros) 

This is a major one. In the past you could upload hundreds of videos to YouTube, “same video” just 

by changing the bit size of the video file with different keywords and you would get away with it. 

Now is increasingly difficult to do that without receiving duplicate content issues or strikes/bans.   

There are some less competitive niches where this issue doesn’t yet apply. But local niches such as 

“insurance” “lawyer” and affiliate ones such as “weight loss” are highly monitored and thus the 

risk of duplicate content is high. 
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For videos that were uploaded in the past, this is not an issue, since YouTube spam detection 

system is mainly after new uploads. That is why you might find an entire channel with duplicate 

videos (different keywords) from, let’s say 2015 and they remain there. 

Lately YouTube image recognition system has become very good. It is not at the point where they 

can recognize every image and bit of a video (video being composed by thousands of frames – 

static images), but the system is good enough so it detects sound, separate images and voice. 

Many individuals, have the practice of creating unique intros, unique outros and use the same 

main video as the middle video content. Some use as their intros and outros (static images). Many 

individuals report videos being banned because of the use of this static images method. 

Highly competitive niches are always very monitored than other. Sometimes the methods above 

work for less competitive ones and do not work for more competitive. 

i. Highly Sensitive Niches (Reports From Other Users) - Reporting 

Bot and YT & Google Bot 

As mentioned before, there are niches that are more sensitive / monitored (by Youtube and Users) 

than others. Example of Local niches “Insurance, Legal, Investing, etc” Examples of affiliate niches: 

“dating, games (crackes/hacks), weight loss, make money online, etc”. 

Because this niches are high end ones, and any lead/visitor is more valuable in terms of potential 

revenue, a lot of companies, marketers, Youtubers, SEOs and marketing agencies put the effort to 

monitor rankings and SEO listings more often. If you want to get away by uploading for example 

duplicate videos targeting different keywords, the risk of receiving a manual review and a manual 

report is very high. 

YouTube system & crawlers are also more attentive to this niches and so, issues such as duplicate 

content and IP reputation are more important. 

There is also a tool, a software used by some black hat users that can do automated flagging of 

your YouTube channel/video. They use multiple google/youtube accounts and proxies to do so. 

And is very easy for even a genuine YouTuber who follows all the YouTube guidelines, to receive a 

strike or even his account to be banned. Again this happens for some of the niches that I 

mentioned previously, more competitive and monitored. 

j. Misleading Links In Video Description 

We once did some mass video upload campaigns in 2016 to YouTube, targeting affiliate terms. 

With this campaign we had good videos targeting keywords that would match exactly the content 

of the video. So there was no problem regarding mismatching of content Vs keywords.  
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We did had a call to action that was misleading and wasn’t matching the what was said in the call 

to action as the destination page.  

I am not sure if it was a manual report, but probably was, we got several strikes to our YouTube 

accounts/channels with a warning stating that we were misleading, by driving users to a page not 

related with what we were saying in the video (call to action). 

k. Blacklisted Domains in YT Video Descriptions 

If you have used a domain to create links and inserting them in YouTube descriptions, even on 

different accounts/channels, and some of this YouTube accounts/channels have suffered strikes or 

have been banned. Your domain might have been blacklisted. 

What happened in the past, when we were trying to upload videos with links going to this type of 

domains, often we would have our channels/accounts shut down. 

I am not saying that if you have an account shut down the next time you will use the same domain 

in the description that same account will be banned for sure, but YouTube will save that 

pattern/domain in their database to check further actions. There are some exceptions such has 

urls shortners (goo.gl, bitly.com, tinyurl.com).  

Solely, these domains will never cause a video / channel to be shut down because they are widely 

used. 

l. Quality of Content & Not Providing Value to YouTube Users 

This can be detected by YouTube automated system, since they have image, music and voice 

recognition, but the first thing YouTube considers as a first warning is the Video engagement.  

It can also be manually reported by a YouTube user.  

This is not a definite rule. Many times you can upload plain advertising type of videos and get 

away with it. It is much related with other factors we already mentioned. Number of uploads per 

day, niches, quality of IPs, account age, etc. 

But if you are doing some kind of marketing in competitive niches, and uploading solely 

advertising videos to the same channel, or videos with only 1 image and just some music 

background, that can be considered spam and YouTube automated system or users “may” detect 

and ban your video(s). 

We have received some strikes with a warning “You are trying to drive users away from YouTube”. 

What his means is that you are trying to solely leverage YouTube as a Traffic platform without 

contributing to the “Community” with valuable content. 
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A lot of times, YouTube will automatically detect this… If the video is really bad quality and has no 

user retention E.g. users don’t stay more than 5 10 seconds which means content is really bad 

quality, will raise flags and your accounts and videos will be more monitored, which may lead to 

bans. 

 

m. Forbidden / Blacklisted Words – For Titles, Description and 

Tags 

If you use certain type of words, mainly in the title and tags of the YouTube Videos, Your account / 

channel will receive strikes and can be shut down. 

Depending on the niches this keywords will vary.  

For example. In the gamming niche, keywords such has: Hack, Crack, Download, Nulled, are a no 

no. If you use this keywords in the Title of YouTube Videos, it is almost certain that you will get a 

strike or ban. 

Other keywords that are forbidden and YouTube has the capability to detect them, are “Brand 

Keywords”. If you use certain “brand keywords” mainly in your titles and tags, Brand names such 

as “Nike” and even national and worldwide know Brand Names for any kind of niche, your video 

will trigger the YouTube detection algorithm. It may not be enough to shut down your video / 

channel, but sometimes it is, but you will receive a notification/strike to remove it. 

n. Account Age 

Account AGE is somehow important. Why is it important? 

There are many reasons, why they are important. But for the sake of staying on topic I will address 

the risk of “ban” side of things. 

Account age is not only something that YouTube takes in consideration. But Facebook, Twitter and 

other web2.0s / social networks also do. 

Basically an account with age and user activity is the major signal of trustworthiness at the eyes of 

YouTube. Because it is trustworthy, YouTube monitoring system is way softer with them. 

All the previous rules fall short when you use an aged YouTube account. Things like, blacklisted IPs, 

duplicate videos, number of uploads per day, content of videos, etc, are more allowed when using 

them.  

Newly created YouTube accounts / channels as we mentioned before, are more monitored at the 

beginning and with time and activity they become more prone for other things. Like being able to 

upload more videos per day, etc and even surviving strikes. 
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o.  Lack of Activity – E.g. - Inconstancy of Uploading 

Activity of an account is important. YouTube monitors and saves most of the actions a user 

performs within a YouTube account / channel.  

For example if an account is dormant for some months and suddenly you begin uploading without, 

personalizing the channel and watching/liking videos or subscribing to channels, this will alert 

YouTube monitoring system. 

If your account is dormant, and you uploaded 200 videos and stopped for 6 months. And suddenly 

you try to upload 200 videos in 3 days, this will alert YouTube and may ban your account, 

depending on the type of content and other previous reasons we mentioned. 

Because it is more monitored and if the system detects “flaws” e.g. – duplicate videos, your 

account is more prone to be review and shut down. 

p. Reports From Other Users 

Basically if your video is found and does not comply with YouTube TOS/rules a user may report 

your video to YouTube, arguing that your video is violating them. 

We have had accounts banned and when a dispute was made, they were reinstated, but because 

we were uploading creative commons videos. 

But very often if you are uploading duplicate videos or using the “different intro – main video – 

different outro” spinning method, or you downloaded a copyright video, have modify it and 

upload it again, or any other type of video content that is strictly forbidden by YouTube, when a 

user reports your Video/channel, there isn’t much that you can do, but you can still apply safety 

mesures. 

q. Activating AdSense Monetization & Account when promoting 

affiliate links in Video Description 

Some members have reported that they had channels with videos receiving a good volume of 

views per day. They had activated the adsense affiliate program and synced them with their 

adsense account. Then at a later stage, they have inserted links in video descriptions to affiliate 

offers. Within a short period of time all channels were banned. This actually is described as not 

allowed in the YouTube official TOS/guide  

r. Livestreaming 

Livestreaming was and still is very popular, because it allows you to rank very quickly in google. 

But with the recent updates, this “type of upload” to YouTube has become more restrictive 

regarding the amount you can do. 
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We have the recommended numbers for livestreams and delays between posting and video 

uploading in the Best Practices corresponding section. 
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4. Best Practices 

 
a. Content does not matches Metadata (Title, Description, Tags) 

 

1. For example, If you are making Video Phone Lead Gen Campaigns and you wish to upload 

dozens hundreds of videos, make sure to create a General Video Script and have your 

keywords gathered first. With your keywords list you should be able to create the perfect 

script that matches your content. Make sure your images and video clips also match the 

All Meta tags (Title Description, Tags). 

2. Make sure you don’t use misleading Titles and Tags in the first place. This are the 2 main 

metatags that users and YouTube is going to search for when analyzing your videos. It is 

better to put fewer tags and write close related titles, that inserting more tags that are 

dubious and may get you in trouble. 

 

b. Inserting the same URL in the Video Description belonging to different 

channels within the same YouTube Account. 

If you want to use a multichannel YouTube account leveraging multiple channel within it, to 

upload videos and “link to the same url”, the only way we found for this to be possible is to use 

create multiple url shortners and use them in Video descriptions (might not be the only method). 

If you have a url such has http://alphaseotraining.com/ , you will have to create multiple shortner 

urls with goo.gl, or bitly, or tinyurl or any other known url shortner. This means that every video 

you upload in a different channel or different YouTube account, although coming from the same 

known domain E.g. goo.gl, have different links in them, and so the pattern is minimal. 

c. Linking to Other Videos (Link-wheel) belonging to different channels, 

within the same YouTube account. 

This is easy. When uploading or making video campaigns to YouTube, never link videos between 

them that belong to different channels within the same YouTube account. 

You can interlink or link-wheel between videos that belong to the same channel at will on any 

volume. 

You can also link between videos that belong to different YouTube accounts. (but you can only do 

this is small volumes) up to dozens. 

d. Uploading Hundreds of Videos, Having Patterns in the Meta Tags. E.g.  

Same Title Description and Tags 

When doing YouTube Video Uploading Campaigns, targeting different keywords for a specific 

niche and location, you need to avoid the YouTube duplicate content/meta detection system. 
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- Spun your Videos. Make unique intros, make unique main videos (spin your voice over, 

scripts, images, video clips, music and make unique outros. This way every video is going 

to be different. 

- Make Your Titles unique. For example for a lead gen campaign, change the way the title is 

built. E.g. – [Main Keyword] – [Phone] – [Call to Action]. Make them spunned 

o Main keyword – female dentist Albany ga, Dental Car Albany GA 

o Phone – 999 – 989 – 4563, (999) 987 9890, 987 890 9878 

o Call to action . Call now, Reach at, Call us 

- Description: Create an article, or grab one for example from engine articles and spun the 

text, so you have multiple variations of the same article. If you want to use links in Video 

descriptions make sure you create different url shortners E.g. (goo.gl) so every video 

uploaded is going to have different urls.  

- Tags: Put your first tag as your main keyword, then make a spun version of similar and 

very related tags, {dentist Albany|dental care Albany|best dentist Albany}, {dentist 

Albany|dental care Albany|best dentist Albany} for example. Try mixing the tags for every 

video you upload.  

 

e. Blacklisted IP - Previous Channel History Or IP History With Dubious 

Practices 

There is no fast way or software that can tell if your IP is blacklisted with Youtube, the only way to 

have 100% sure that you IP is not in the blacklist, whether you are checking a VPS IP, a proxy IP or 

your main computer IP is to test it.  

Thanks to Holy Cooper, she in an interview was kind enough to reveal how she tests the ips. When 

she buys a VPS, creates a YouTube account or buy a new one and uploads 25 videos or so to a 

channel, then waits about 15 days.  

If the account remains, then the IP is cleaned if not, the account or videos will be banned. You 

should do his with duplicate or very similar videos to force the ban. If does not happen you are 

sure than you can start uploading at will, but if you want to use a VPS to upload videos and you 

choose a good vendor you should not have a problem. This also happens when you choose your IP 

vendors. 

f. Channel Activity & YT Account IP Binding & Personalization (related 

pages and user Personalization) 

 

- When setting up an account for upload, make sure you personalize your YouTube channel, 

with about page, description, country, keywords, and related social profiles if there are 

any. Setup a google plus page and personalize with the same info. 

- Subscribe, comment, like create playlist related to your YouTube channel Topic. 
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- If you bought a YouTube account and you´re using a private static proxy to login and 

upload videos, then login from that proxy once and perform the previous mentioned 

tasks. This will bind your proxy to your YouTube account and will make it secure over the 

long run. If you need to change proxy, make sure you do this same tasks again. 

 

g. Number of Uploads Per day 

This is easy. If you have a new account. I would suggest to start uploading 5 videos a day. Then 

increase to 10. You can take the risk and upload more, but the recommended number for new 

YouTube channels is 10 a day. 

Aged accounts. It depends on the age of the account and if there was previous activity (E.g. Videos 

Uploaded). Is a matter of testing the waters. But I would start to upload 10 per day and then 

increase the amount gradually. Don’t start uploading 50 or 100 videos right away if the account 

allows. Increase the amount slowly, and follow the other best practices mentioned here in the 

guide. 

h. Video Content Duplication (Even Intros and Outros) 

If you are uploading large number of videos to YouTube and targeting different keywords but 

using the same core videos then you should do the following. 

- Make unique intros and outros (not just static images) 

- Make unique variations of the main video (spin your voice over, scripts, images, video 

clips, music) 

- Use them when uploading to YouTube E.g. 10 intros x 50 main videos x 10 outros = 5000 

different videos 

 

i. Highly Sensitive Niches (Reports From Other Users) - Reporting Bot and 

YT & Google Bot 

There are 3 recommendations that one should follow. 

If you are in competitive niches and want to upload medium to large volumes, disperse your 

videos throughout different YouTube accounts. If you lose 1 you still others to rely on. 

2 backup your YouTube channels. There are tools in the market that allow you to fully backup the 

entire channel. They backup all the information and restore to another YouTube channel (Videos, 

written content and settings. So backup your channels. 

You can try to stay away from marketing in competitive niches. The less competitive are a lot less 

monitored and there are still high paying uncompetitive niches everywhere. 
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j. Misleading Links In Video Description 

Make sure your call to action matches the site you are sending users to. E.g – Diet book (clickbank 

affiliate product) – Call to action – Click the link below for a good weight loss guide.     

Local – Dentist website – Click the link below and find why we have the best dentist office in 

Albany. 

k. Blacklisted Domains in YT Video Descriptions 

Always try to shorten your link with link shortening services and create the same amount of links 

as the same amount of videos you are going to upload, so each has a unique one. E.g. – goo.gl, 

bitly, tinyurl, owl.ly 

l. Quality of Content & Not Providing Value to YouTube Users 

Every video no matter if it is an affiliate, local, service promotion or ecommerce video, should 

always provide some kind of value for the watcher. YouTube is a free platform where users search 

for useful content, or to get entertained. If you create a sole advertising video and provide no tip 

or something of value to the user, this might get you in trouble or it might not. But is always a 

good practice to do so. Even if you are trying to do Pay per Call Lead gen campaigns with YouTube, 

be sure to put some tips inside your script. This will increase the user engagement (duration of 

views) and gives YouTube a good signal that your content is valuable. 

If you build your videos so the users stay more than 30 seconds you should never get in trouble 

with YouTube regarding content quality. 

m. Forbidden / Blacklisted Words – For Titles, Description and Tags 

We don’t have a complete list of keywords that would make your videos to be removed. But you 

can always search them in blackhat forums like: https://www.blackhatworld.com/seo/youtube-

algorithm-may-2014-how-to-beat-youtube.674994/ 

n. Account Age 

If you can and have funds available you should buy aged accounts for example here: 

http://provisionseo.com/youtube-aged-accounts/  for all your main projects. As mentioned before 

they are good for everything. If you don’t, there are also some reliable vendors that will sell you 

fresh accounts. 

But if you have the need for fresh accounts, the best method if you can, is for you to create them 

with the ip addresses that you are going to be uploading videos and perform actions, and phone 

verify them.  
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o. Lack of Activity – E.G. – Inconsistency of Uploading 

Every time you start a new channel you should subscribe, like, watch some videos prior to start 

uploading. Some software’s already does this before uploading, others don’t. So if they don’t make 

sure to manually subscribe to some channels and watch some related niche videos before. 

Another thing that YouTube takes into account is the consistency of uploading. Try as best as you 

can upload a certain number of videos per day or per week. So YouTube and subscribers see that 

you are active. The frequency of uploading will give more exposure to your videos, better SEO / 

rankings and Views.  

p. Reports From Other Users 

With this one, there is really nothing you can do besides following the YouTube guidelines. 

If you want to do for example lead gen video campaign for YouTube, you can diminish the risk of 

being noticed. What I mean by this is that, if you upload videos with similar content and titles, this 

videos will appear in the sidebar of a YouTube channel owner who is a competitor. If your 

thumbnails, videos and titles look all the same, this competitor will notice what you are trying to 

do.  

Or you might rank for similar keywords in google and 2 or 3 videos appear for the same keyword in 

the listings. If you have the same thumbnails it will look spammy and users will understand what 

you are trying to do. 

In this case, the best option is to make as much thumbnails and titles variations as possible. So the 

videos appear all different. 

q. Activating AdSense Monetization &Account when promoting affiliate 

links in Video Description 

Do not activate adsense partnership program “and link with your adwords account – start 

earning”.  

Don’t promote affiliate links in your video descriptions and at the same time have the AdSense 

program turned on. This will ban your accounts in a short period of time. 

r. Livestreaming 

Numbers: 

Always perform the other recommended actions in this guide. 

For newly created accounts – don’t livestream more than 5 a day 

For aged accounts (years old) you can livestream 20 a day, to each account and channel within the 

YouTube account. 
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You should put delay between posting and start livestreaming of 3+ minutes (randomize 

preferably) 

You should put delay between livestreams themselves 5+ minutes (randomize preferably) 

There seems to be no actual limit of YouTube accounts and channels you can livestream within a 

“”Clean Ip/VPS/HomePC IP” so you can have a livestreaming software and use as many 

accounts/channels as you like as long as you follow this guidelines and have a clean IP. 

Of course, all the other Problems and guidelines still apply to YouTube when livestreaming. Here 

are just presented some numbers for people that leverage livestreaming for YouTube. 

 

 

5. Notes: 

Thanks to: 

Abbas Ravji – Video Marketing Blitz 

Cliff Carrigan - Locustware 

Holy Cooper - Badassiindexer 

Vlad from Blastersuite 

John Currie – Alpha SEO Training 

Michael Bowes – Live Stream Genius 

All other marketers not mentioned here and software developers that contributed to this list. 

For updates to this list, send a request at support.alphaseotraining.com 

 

 

Bernardo Alves 
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